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Converting a photo into an old 
photo
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During this tutorial you will learn:
1. How to convert a photo to gray scale.
2. Use layers blend modes .
3. Identify selection modifications (Feathering).
4. Identify and use texture filters (Grain).
5. Use the crop and eraser tool.

STEP 1
Open the photo you would like to convert into an old photo. Remove the lock on the photo’s layer. To do so 
you can double click on the lock and click OK. Convert the photo from colour to gray scale. Make sure you 
are on the photo’s layer go to image > adjustments>desaturate. 
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STEP 2

Create a new layer by clicking on the new layers’s icon in the layer’s panel on the right lower corner.

Place the new layer below the photo and name it background. To place the layer below the photo click on 
the new layer press the left mouse button and drag accordingly. To name the layer double click on the layer’s 
label and change the name or go to layer>Layer properties. After you have created the new layer and placed 
it  below the photo fill it with white colour. To fill the layer with white colour. Make sure that in the tool box 
you have set white colour as foreground if not press the letter “D” on your keyboard this will change the col-
ours to black and white to swap the colours use the letter “X”.
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STEP 3

 Feathering the photo. Select the photo’s layer  and select the elliptical marquee tool from the tool box on your 
left. Note if you your elliptical marquee tool is not visible right click on the marquee tools and choose the el-
liptical marquee tool from the drop down menu.

Once you have selected the elliptical marquee tool click the left mouse button on the upper left corner and 
drag an oval selection to the lower right corner or vice versa (the other way round).
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Once the selection is completed we need to invert it to do this go to select>inverse . Setting the feathering go 
to select>modify>feather and set the feathering to 30px.

Once all the settings are in place hit the delete key on your keyboard this will produce light faded edges and 
you should end up with a similar result at this stage. Note if you want to increase the faded edges just hit the 
delete key once or more times.
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STEP 4
Applying  grain filter. At this stage we are going to apply the grain texture to produce some scratches on the 
photo. Create a new layer name it scratches and place it on top of the photo’s layer and fill it with white colour 
don’t worry if you cannot see the photo we will come to that after. Make sure you are on the scratches layer go 
to filter >texture>grain and set as follows:
•	 Intensity   53
•	 Contrast 58
•	 Grain Type vertical

Once the grain filter is completed change the layer blending option to “darken”.
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STEP 5

Applying a sepia effect. Create a new layer and place it above all the other layers, name this layer “colour”. 
Once the layer is created select a colour based on oranges or browns from the swatch panel on your right.

After selecting the colour select the paint bucket from the tool box on your left and click on the working area. 
Make sure you are on the colour’s layer.

This is how your layers should look at this stage.
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Now that the layer is filled with the appropriate colour change the blend mode of the layer to “colour” after 
you change the layer blend mode to colour go to image>adjustment>Hue & Saturation and thick colorize on 
the lower right part.

To finalize your work we are going to use the “crop” and “eraser” tool to remove unwanted areas from the 
photo. Select the crop tool from the tool box on your left . Press the left mouse button and drag a frame 
around the photo selecting the area you would like to keep visible and press enter. Once this is complete se-
lect the eraser tool from the tool box and erase the scratches on the white background. Note it doesn’t matter 
if you remove some scratches from the photo.
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FINAL RESULT


